
I did a panel at an anime convention a year or two ago that was a discussion of moé tropes and 

how employing them in character creation isn’t necessarily a mark of laziness on the part of a 

creator, but instead can be a shortcut to get the audience up to speed quickly, with character de-

tail and development to follow as required by the story. Some examples of this technique used 

well are Puella Magi Madoka Magica, or perhaps a slightly better comparison to this show, 

Sound of the Sky. In both of these shows, we’re fooled into thinking that the characters, being 

who they are and marked by their moé characteristics, will have a particular, predictable story 

arc. In both cases the characters have much more depth than might be obvious at first glance, 

and as details are added to their personas, we learn more about the world they inhabit. I think 

many of us are still wary when the cast of an anime looks like “a bunch of girls each with her 

unique one-note personality,” and that was my knee-jerk reaction to this show. Ange, who we 

spend some time with in this episode, feels like a typical “emotionless girl with a tragic past” 

that is meant to appeal to a certain type of fan, and there are a couple of other obvious character 

types within the group of characters we don’t know very well yet. But I get the impression that 

we’ll learn more about these characters as we go, and I’m interested to see that happen. And 

hey, if we don’t end up with richer portraits of our protagonists as we go, perhaps at the very 

least we might end up with something like Joker Game, which oozed style despite not sharing 

any pertinent details about the cast; I can dig a show about cool people doing cool things. 

 

It’s not surprising to me that this show, which wasn’t really on my radar, seems much more 

promising than I would have thought; that’s something that happens every season. Though I 

might have some slight misgivings about the show’s ability to keep up the standard of this 

opening episode, I’m 

impressed enough by 

the type of story it 

told and the environ-

ment it portrayed that 

I think it’s definitely 

worth a second look. 

 

Pros: Lots of visual 

style and a cool alter-

nate history premise. 

Depicts class differ-

ences in a steampunk 

setting. 

 

Cons: Difficult to tell 

if the somewhat-

generic characters 

will develop as we 

go. The visuals may 

not be able to main-

tain quality going 

forward. 

 

Grade: B+ 
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Charge by Angela K. Scott. 



 Novels 
 

Anansi Boys by Neil Gaiman-- 
   ...Review by Tom Feller 

  

The author’s American Gods is now a mini-series on the cable channel 

Starz, but before then there was a BBC radio play based on this novel, 

which is a spin-off featuring one of the characters from the original, the 

West African spider/trickster god Anansi and utilizes other African 

folklore.  The premise of the original was that when people from Eu-

rope and African migrated to the New World, whether voluntarily or 

forcibly, they brought their gods with them.  The main character is Fat 

Charlie Nancy, who did not know that his father, known as Mr. Nancy, 

is really Anansi.  When Mr. Nancy dies in Florida while singing karao-

ke, Charlie discovers that he has a twin brother he never knew existed 

and that the brother is the one who inherited Anansi’s powers.  One ma-

jor difference between this novel and the earlier one is that while the 

first one was an epic battle between old and new gods, this one is more 

of a farce with mistaken identities and misunderstandings.  Until his 

father’s death launches him on a series of adventures, Charlie is a 

bookkeeper living in England whose boss is an embezzler planning to 

frame Charlie and Charlie's fiancé ends up sleeping with Spider.    For-

tunately for Charlie, he finds love with the female detective investigating his boss.  I found this 

to be an enjoyable read, but consider it one of the author’s minor works.     

 

Far Flung by Laura Montgomery 
...Review by Pat Patterson 

 

The review: Far Flung is a novella-length (53 pages) work painting the 

picture of a small population of adventurer-engineers who determine 

that libertarian principles will be better served by forming an inde-

pendent nation. They acquire a decommissioned mining platform, add 

to it, and construct a huge sea-going island, which they christen New 

Oregon. Most of the N.O. crew are from the United States, and they 

have formally renounced their US citizenship prior to declaring a new 

entity. 

 

They are opposed in this endeavor by factions in the United States, 

some governmental, others private. The governmental factions are 

headed by the IRS, which regards the new nation as a fictional con-

struct, designed to free the NO citizens from their tax burden 

(including prior accumulated debt). Other governmental agencies are 

interested in nationalizing new technology being pioneered in New 

Oregon. And finally, in the private sector, families of the relatively 

young crew/citizens of New Oregon want them to return to the US be-

cause of concerns for their safety. 
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All of this is brought to a head when Venezuela, pretty much acting as a rogue state, decides to 

annex New Oregon, claiming it has entered waters under their control. Since this is a patent lie, 

provable  by satellite imagery and GPS recordings, it's clear that they are relying on brute force 

to impose their will, and give a black eye to the US in the process. 

 

Communications have been established between the US government and the crew of New Ore-

gon. As a libertarian state, New Oregon refuses to ask the US for aid, because they can't pay for 

it, and accepting it would revoke their independent status. 

 

And as a kicker: the Secretary of State for New Oregon is engineer Betha Tenney, the daughter 

of Navy Captain Adam Tenney, who has been sent as an observer to the negotiations. This per-

meates the drama of the  "rebels with a cause" narrative with a personal tension, which brings 

the theoretical home to roost. 

 

Thus endeth the review. 

 

Short Fiction 
 

Joyride, by Kristine Kathryn Rusch 

Cover illustration by Donato Giancola 

 

Review by RocketStackRank.com, which reviews enormous amounts of short fiction.  You’ll 

have to see it to believe it, and it is well worth the e-trip. 

 

Moving story in a fascinating setting with lots of action 

 

A Fleet training ship passes close to a “scrapheap” of abandoned ships, and Teenage Nadim, 

leads a group of his friends to “borrow” a scout ship and check it out. (18,409 words) 

Although this is set in the author’s “Diving Universe,” it shares no characters with the other sto-

ries, so you can enjoy this story without having read the rest of it, and you can read this one first 

without spoiling the rest of the series. 

 

"Joyride," by Kristine Kathryn Rusch [bio] (edited by Sheila Williams), appeared in Asimov's 

Science Fiction issue 11-12|18, published on October 18, 2018 by Penny Publications. 

 

Pro: Although the basic plot is about Nadim pulling off the visit to the scrapheap and coping 

with the aftermath, at a deeper level, this is his coming-of-age story. He thought himself very 

grown up at the start. At the end, he no longer thinks so, but, ironically, he’s taken a big step 

towards being a man. 

 

Nadim has complex motivations. First, he’s got a strong need to prove himself, probably as a 

result of his abusive parents. Second, he’s infatuated with Tessa, and he wants to show off to 

her. Third, he cares about his “crew” and wants to do right by them too, as we see at the end 

when he tells them to admit nothing and blame it all on him. 
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The author does a great job of introducing background on the Fleet without resorting to 

infodumps. I’ve read all the other stories, and yet the information was introduced so naturally 

that it never bothered me that I was reading things I already knew. 

 

Throughout, dialogue and narration are flawless. In particular, they do an excellent job of   

making Nadim seem like a real teenager, together with all the second-guessing and worrying 

over little things that's typical at that age. After they docked back at the ship, I expected    

Nadim to report to the captain to let her know exactly what had happened, but, of course, 

Nadim wanted to know if Tessa had survived. Him sitting in the Third Level Mess mourning 

her was less noble, but much more realistic, and awfully sad. 

 

I particularly liked the repeated reminders of how protective he felt of the “little-littles.” That 

goes a long way toward making him a sympathetic character. 

 

The conclusion is very satisfying. Nadim pays a heavy price, but not as heavy as he’d feared. 

And although he’s responsible for a lot of death and destruction, he’s also responsible for     

saving a lot of lives. 

 

I suspect this isn’t the last we’ll see of Nadim. I look forward to seeing what he’s like as a man. 

 

Con: The story takes too long to get going. The kids take forever to get from the Third Level 

Mess Hall to the bridge on their little ship. There’s some danger of getting caught, but, we pick 

up Nadim’s attitude that risk amounts just to nothing more than a slap on the wrist, so there’s no 

real tension until Tessa uses her Anacapa drive to win the competition. That doesn’t happen   

until after the 50% mark. 

 

Escort Duty 

A collection of Short Stories by Tom Rogneby 
Review by Pat Patterson 

 

I should have known I was in for something unusual when the 

graphic of the book cover only took up the bottom half of the page 

in my Kindle Library. Wasn't really expecting THIS, though; six 

short stories, in WILDLY divergent settings. Admittedly, I already 

knew Rogneby was a author with an unusual ability to write about 

different worlds, and make them believable. My first exposure was 

to his book of the Lost Legion, Via Serica, in 2015. That book was 

so good, I literally got lost in doing research to supplement my  

appreciation of the text, so much so that I forgot to write the      

review until two years later. Bad, Bad Reviewer! No Cookie! 

 

I've also got a huge affection for his Daddy Bear stories. If you 

haven't discovered the loveliness of a mashup of suburban life and 

medieval magic, then stop reading this now, and go get Tales of 

the Minivandians. I love the stories for their own sake, BUT I also 

used them to drown out my screams and whimpers during more 

than one long session in the dentist's chair, as beautiful women 

stabbed me in the face with sharp pointy things. 
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The following is the sum total of my Amazon review: 

 

"Escort Duty," the first and longest of the stories in the collection, could very well have been set 

in Daddy Bear's universe. It's the story of a powerful and powerfully determined princess, deter-

mined to achieve her goal without understanding all the details and sacrifices that have to be 

made; and it's the story of a not-so-glamorous dude on a horse, who has certain skills and tal-

ents, and who has pledged his life to see her safely home. Bad things happen. Will good things 

come of that? 

 

"Grandma's Kitchen" is the next story, and I still don't know whether to be warmed and com-

forted at the example of the sweetness of a sanctuary, created by a grandmother's love; or to be 

horrified at the prospect of a reincarnation to make good the things we did wrong in this life. 

For some, the concept of reincarnation may not be terrifying but for me? Brrrrr. HOWEVER! 

This is a fresh take, and Rogneby has the ability to make you feel the warmth of a Grandma's 

kitchen, whatever it represents. 

 

"Plaza of Pain" is over the top. It's so over the top, it ALMOST aggravated me, until I realized it 

was deliberately over-stating every cliche of smash-em bop-em love-em shoot-em fiction, and 

then turning up the amp to 11. And that's when it got FUNNY. 

 

"Sacrifice" is beautifully moving. Rogneby takes a minor liberty with time, altogether excusa-

ble, given the cast of characters, and ties together two foundational stories of sacrifice and re-

demption. This is one you need to spend some time with. 

 

"Victory Garden" is a sad, post-apocalyptic tale of a guy just trying to get by, and they won't let 

him. Figuratively, they have strapped his hands down and covered him with lice, and now they 

hit him when he wiggles. The society he describes must have closely resembled that found in 

the earliest years of the USSR, but is made more poignant be-

cause the level of prosperity in the United States didn't require 

anyone to riot because they were starving. We just did it to our-

selves because we could. 

 

"The War," the last selection in the book, concerns the after-

math of a series of terrorist attacks in the United States. It's a 

very, very unpleasant scenario, but in my opinion, there really 

isn't anything we currently have in place that will prevent it. 

The United States is a haven for people who want a better life, 

and if they can walk into the country, so can bad actors. And we 

really have been at peace for so long that it seems it will never 

end, but that's simply not the case. Rogneby merely takes inci-

dents that occur regularly in, for example, Israel, and has them 

take place here. At best, we respond in the way he describes. 

 

This was a tough book for me to review, largely because it co-

vers so much ground. Regardless, it's a GREAT read, and I 

strongly recommend it. 

 

Peace be on your household. 
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Motion Pictures 
 

Captain Marvel 
Review by Cedar Sanderson 

 

I took the kids to see a movie last night. Normally I take them, drop them off, and come back 

later to get them. But this time they really wanted me to go, too. It’s a Marvel movie, which 

they know I appreciate, and as I told the Junior Mad Scientist later, the time approaches when 

one or more is moving out, and I don’t think there will be many more opportunities to do this 

with them. So even though the initial takes on this movie varied from dubious to downright 

‘Oh, Marvel, no!” I wanted to be there for my kids. And a healthy serving of curiosity about the 

movie.  

 

I feel like I should preface this re-

view, before I get into the spoiler 

bits, with a comment on my film 

geekery. It is almost non-existent. 

I rarely if ever watch TV these 

days, and then when I do, it’s not 

SFF. It’s either cooking shows, or 

it’s mysteries (and specifically 

British mysteries). While I’m fa-

miliar with the tropes and culture 

surrounding, say, Star Trek, or Dr 

Who, I watched TOS, and that’s 

about it. The Marvel movies have 

been a rare exception for me, and as with this last one, they were started with my kids. But 

something about the Avengers enchanted me, and the geek in me came home, wrote on the 

book of faces ‘hey, where do I find the books behind this?’  

 

That’s the other thing. I was never a comic book fan. I learned to read early, and was a sophisti-

cated reader almost from the beginning. I don’t mean I had upper crust or literary tastes. Far 

from it. I read well, and I read a lot. I consumed books like water. Comic books were hard to 

come by and short. It was impossible to get the whole story in one or two random issues I might 

be able to get my hands on. All this is pertinent to my movie review, I’m not just rambling, I 

promise! In my early reading I came across pulp action adventure stories, like ER Burroughs, 

EE ‘Doc’ Smith, and many others. The Avengers movies, when I encountered them as an adult, 

were throwbacks to that golden age of pulp fiction for me. And now we come to Captain Mar-

vel.  

 

I think in movies, as in books, you are coming into the experience with a lot of expectations, 

usually. And a certain amount of what you take away is part of what you brought into the movie 

theater with you. Unfortunately, there was a concerted effort before this movie’s release to 

make it into something it wasn’t. I expected one thing going in, because of the pre-release press. 

I walked out with a different impression, a sense of huge amusement at how that expectation 

had been subverted, and feeling very happy with the real takeaway in the story. I’m not a fan of 
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message fiction. This is not message fiction, but like Captain America, there’s a moral in the 

story. Unlike one of Aesop’s fables, it’s not spelled out for you, and it’s not what you might 

think it’s going to be. Go see Captain Marvel and watch for the trick near the end that turns it 

all on it’s ear…  

 

And now, the spoilery part. Read no further if you want to be surprised.  

 

I’m serious!  

 

Despite all the chicks, this is not a chick flick. This is a Human Wave movie, as most of the 

Avenger’s arc has been. 

 

So what I walked in afraid of was that this was going to be a vehicle for third-wave feminism, 

which is a subversive movement that erodes the initial intent of feminists to establish women as 

equal to any other human beings. The main actress has certainly been running her mouth saying 

it is. The main actress, to be kind, couldn’t find the point with both hands.  

 

Early on in the film, it’s obvious that the heroine has major issues. Ok, the plot has major is-

sues. Don’t walk in expecting to be surprised by the big reveal at the end. I wasn’t, and I doubt 

you will be either. And if that reveal hadn’t happened, I would have been done, done, done with 

the Avengers. If I’m not a fan of 3WF (third wave feminists is too long to keep typing) I’m 

even less a fan of the current statist movement. I’m all about human rights, independence, and 

Liberty! or death. So far, the Avengers had satisfied this side of me with the wonderful Captain 

America arc. So when you see the Kree set up as this superhuman race of warrior heroes (that’s 

actually a line in the movie) who are ruled utterly by the Supreme Intelligence AI, my first 

thought was ‘they’re really the bad guys’ and they are. But you don’t know that until much later 

in the film. And here’s where the feminism thing came in. We get to see Vers (later, Captain 

Marvel) conflicted over memories, or whatever they are, in which she is knocked down, belit-

tled, and told she’s a girl, a failure, and so on. We’re supposed to feel badly that men were aw-

ful to her. Um. I can see where the actress was all ‘look, men are awful but the girlz rule!’  

 

Except that’s not what the ending does to those ‘memories.’ During the fight scene with the Su-

preme Intelligence, it’s revealed that the memories were selected and used to control the woman 

who could become Captain Marvel. Her focus on how she’d been beaten down, scolded, and so 

forth… was a tool the AI was using in part to keep control over her. When she stopped focusing 

on the feminism ‘done me wrong’ mantra, and instead remembered how she had gotten up, tried 

again, been given second chances, been given the opportunity to fly experimental jets, had 

proved her humanity by being resilient and DOING not just lying down and whining about how 

men wouldn’t let her get up… that’s when she was able to tap into her true power and win the 

fight. Captain Marvel isn’t about girl power. It’s about humans. It’s specifically and blatantly 

about humanity and how we don’t give up. We dust ourselves off, wipe the blood out of our 

eye, square our shoulders, and walk right back into the affray, only this time to win.  

 

So yes, in spite of the silly special effects, the over-the-top comic book tropes, the media por-

trayal of ‘girlz rule!’ I really enjoyed this movie, and I can recommend it if you enjoy that sort 

of thing. Human wave, baby. Ride it to the stars!  

 

(oh, and the cat. You really, really want to watch it for the cat. I promise you, it will not disap-

point).  
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Sercon 

 

The Thiotimoline Award 
   ...A Modest Proposal from Pat Patterson 

 

I've got an idea that people of a different time would have called "the cat's meow." I don't actu-

ally know when this time would be, and I've never heard anyone use that phrase, but I'm sure I 

read it in a book or perhaps a magazine article or something. The idea is for a new KIND of 

award for works that fall into the category of Science Fiction, Fantasy, Vampires, Zombies, 

Monsters and Killing Them, Military Sci Fi, and whatever else we are reading, watching, listen-

ing to because we are trapped in this awful reality and really need to escape. Now, I live in 

Woodstock, GA, Cultural Center of the Universe, so I'm gonna have to have the award near me, 

at least until it's potty trained. I briefly thought about Dragon Con, which is sort of next door, 

but hey: I fought that Atlanta traffic for YEARS, since 1969, and I ain't going back there with-

out a struggle. But just a little bit farther away in the opposite direction is Chattanooga, and as 

we all know, LibertyCon is the coolest EVER, so: 

 

I propose that LibertyCon create a new award, addressing the future of science fiction and fan-

tasy, and whatever else we are reading. I suggest the name "Thiotimoline Award," after the 

chemical compound which has the property of dissolving BEFORE being added to water. (The 

Endochronic Properties of Resublimated Thiotimoline", Asimov, I., March 1948, J.A.S.F.) 

 

The award would be given annually for the best work in each category (perhaps mirroring the 

Dragon Awards), but for future works, published, say...oh, I don't know...five years out? 

 

So, at Liberty Con 2017, the Thiotimoline Award would go to the best work published in 2021, 

five years after the current eligible candidates for awards such as the Dragon, Hugo, Nebula, 

and John Campbell. I suspect this will rapidly become a highly favored award by Toni 

Weisskopf at Baen , always a forward-looking publishing house, and perhaps the Big Five (or is 

it Four? can't remember)  publishers as well. For them, it will have the dual benefits of provid-

ing authors with manageable yet concrete deadlines, while also making possible a long-term 

publishing schedule, constructed around an award-winning work. 

 

One category will become particularly popular with the entire F&SF community. "Best New 

Writer," also doing business as the John Campbell Award among others, is currently appallingly 

retrospective, looking BACK at newcomers for the previous year, or even from the year before 

that! Instead of being 'New,' the award as currently construed should really be stamped with an 

expiration date. The winners of the Thiotimoline Award for Best New Talent are undoubtedly 

either not in the profession at all at the moment of the award, or have been laboring over fine-

tuning a work for an agonizing number of years. Receipt of the award will therefore instantly 

become the sort of thing that eager candidates strive for to an unprecedented degree. Imagine 

the impact this could have had in years past: Michael Crichton would not have had to waste all 

those years in medical school, for example.  

 

While the Best New Writer is certain to be the headline award, the others are not without     

their own allure.  One Sunday in the Mad Genius Club,  Dorothy Grant wrote a wonderfully 

informed article about something I didn't understand because I didn't read it, but it at least   
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mentioned in passing (or something) about authors being concerned about shifting their genre. I 

THINK this means ( I glimpsed some of the comments, but really, y'all, I just ran out of time) 

that if an author has been writing books about exploding spaceships, but then has an idea for a 

series about the conflict inherent in a love affair  between a hyperintelligent shade of blue and a 

leopard who shape changes into another leopard, but just in spots, then winning the award for 

Best Novel would not even be necessary: just showing up on the list of nominations would pro-

vide the encouragement needed to take the plunge. "Look! I'm nominated for Best Novella for 

'Lilac Summer!'"      "Oh, really? What do you suppose THAT's about?"      "I have no idea, but 

it's not about an accountant born without bones falsely imprisoned for making out with his mu-

sic teacher and conquering the world wearing a power suit! I'm up to number twenty-two in that 

series! I knew I was ready for a change!" 

 

And then we come to what is likely to be the most pernicious, heinous, malevolent criticism of 

this precious little white kitten of an idea: Won't fixing a particular outcome five years into the 

future be deterministic? What about the grandfather paradox? What about freedom of will? 

 

I dunno. Try it; if the universe implodes, it was a bad idea. 

 

The Fawcett Dime Action Books 

by 

Jon D. Swartz, Ph.D. 

N3F Historian 
 

The Fawcett Publishing Company of Greenwich, Connecticut entered the big little book (BLB) 

field in 1941 with four titles. The characters for these books – Captain Marvel, Bulletman, Mi-

nute-Man, and Spy Smasher -- were taken from two of Fawcett’s monthly comic books, Whiz 

Comics and Master Comics; and all of them also appeared in their own titles – although all but 

Captain Marvel were for relatively short runs.  All of these BLBs were 192 pages in length, 4 

inches by 5 ½ inches by ⅝ inches in size, and had four-color board covers with glued bindings.  

The cover illustrations were based on previously published comic book covers.  Because they 

sold for 10¢, Fawcett called them Dime Action Books.  They were very similar to Dell’s Fast-

Action Story Books, which had been published in 1936. 

 

Bulletman and Minute-Man came from Fawcett's Master Comics while Captain Marvel and Spy 

Smasher were featured in the company’s Whiz Comics.  The inside front and back covers of all 

the Dime Action books had ads for Fawcett comic books.  Dime Action Books resembled tradi-

tional BLBs in many respects, but they are very hard to find today, especially in good condition.  

 

Dime Action Titles 
Captain Marvel and the Return of the Scorpion 

 

The writer of this book was Otto Binder and the principal artist was C. C. Beck.  Some authori-

ties list Bill Parker, one of the Captain Marvel writers, as the author, but there is little doubt that 

this was Binder’s first writing assignment at Fawcett -- and led to his 12-year writing career 

with the company. 

 

Captain Marvel was Fawcett’s most popular character, appearing in several of their comic 

books on a regular basis and starring in a Republic Pictures serial in 1941.  This Dime Action 
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story was created as a sequel to the movie serial.  It seems that The Scorpion was not really 

killed in the climax of the serial.  Instead, he returns to wreak vengeance on Billy Batson and 

others.  The Scorpion captures Billy and some of his friends and takes them to Siam, where he 

has made a deal with a native chieftain to deliver them for human sacrifice.  In exchange, The 

Scorpion is to receive “a mountain of uranium” as his reward.  Captain Marvel eventually ex-

poses The Scorpion as a racketeer, and angry natives throw him off a cliff. 

 

Bulletman and the Return of Mr. Murder 

  

Bulletman was the second superhero to star in Master Comics, replacing Master-Man in issue 

#7.  Bulletman was himself knocked out of the lead story (and off the cover) by Captain Mar-

vel, Jr. -- who teamed up with him to defeat Captain Nazi -- but continued to appear in the com-

ic book until September 1949, issue #106. 

 

In Bulletman and the Return of Mr. Murder (although Bulletman and Bulletgirl is the title on 

the cover) the duo of Jim Barr and Susan Kent fight “Mr. Murder, Purveyor of Eternity,” who 

kills just for the sake of killing.  In the story he declares open season on all doctors because 

“they cure people faster than I can kill them off!”  Bulletman apprehends Mr. Murder as he 

flees in his autogyro, and knocks him into the Pacific Ocean.  Inconsistencies abound in the sto-

ry, including having a thug biting Bulletman’s ear (“the pain was terrific”) -- even though Bul-

letman’s gravity helmet is described as fitting “snugly over Bulletman’s head and around his 

ears” and is so pictured in the illustrations. 

 

Minute-Man and the Mystery of the Spy Ring 

 

Minute-Man was a secondary Fawcett superhero, their answer to Timely’s (later Marvel’s) Cap-

tain America and MLJ’s The Shield. 

 

In this Dime Action book Army private Jack Weston (alias Minute-Man, the One Man Army) is 

confronted by Illyria, “Queen of All Spies,” who tries to sell America’s secret metal thelium to 

a foreign power.  This metal, invented by a scientist named Thorgerson, is described as one-

fourth the weight of aluminum, twice the strength of steel, and bulletproof.  The “Red, White, 

and Blue Man” pursues Illyria across the Adirondacks and Lake Champlain and secures the the-

lium, but the Queen of All Spies escapes.  

 

Spy Smasher and the Red Death 

 

Spy Smasher (later Crime Smasher), like Captain Marvel, had a movie serial that featured his 

exploits. 

 

In Spy Smasher and the Red Death, members of the underworld learn that Spy Smasher is actu-

ally playboy Alan Armstrong and decide to get rid of him.  Attempts to assassinate Armstrong 

fail, however, and Spy Smasher soon has his principal antagonist, the Red Death, imprisoned. 

 

Conclusions 

 

While some reference books say the Dime Action stories were adapted from ones in the charac-

ter’s regular comics, this is not true.  Instead, the stories were new ones based on the characters.  

The plots of these books – with the possible exception of the Captain Marvel title -- have been 
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criticized as being illogical and inconsistent, with espionage elements clumsily superimposed 

onto common gangster themes -- perhaps due to the approach of America’s entry into World 

War II.  

 

These four Dime Action Books are difficult to find today, especially the Captain Marvel and 

Minute-Man titles.  Prices for these books are in the $50 to $500 range for each, depending up-

on condition.  The entire series of four books has been sold for as much as $2000.00. 
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“The Science Fiction of Nathaniel Hawthorne” 

by 

Jon D. Swartz, Ph.D. 

N3F Historian 
 

Nathaniel Hawthorne (1804 - 1864) [birth name: Nathaniel Hathorne] was  born in 1804 in Sa-

lem, Massachusetts to Nathaniel Hathorne and Elizabeth Clarke Manning Hathorne.  He later 

changed his name to "Hawthorne" -- adding a "w" to dissociate from some of his relatives, in-

cluding a judge during the Salem Witch Trials.  Hawthorne attended Bowdoin College and 

graduated in 1825; his classmates included future president Franklin Pierce and future poet 

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.  Hawthorne anonymously published his first work, a novel titled 

Fanshawe, in 1828.  He then published several short stories in various periodicals, and these 

were collected in 1837 as Twice-Told Tales.  The next year he became engaged to Sophia Pea-

body.  He worked at a custom house and joined a utopian community before marrying Sophia in 

1842.  The couple moved to “The Old Manse” in Concord, Massachusetts, later moving to Sa-

lem, the Berkshires, and then to “The Wayside” in Concord.  The Scarlet Letter was published 

in 1850, followed by a succession of other novels.  A political appointment took Hawthorne and 

his family to Europe before their return to “The Wayside” in 1860.  Hawthorne died on May 19, 

1864, leaving behind his wife and their three children. 

 

Hawthorne was one of the nation's first science fiction (SF) authors.  He set out to espouse his 

ideas in “The Minister's Black Veil,” in which he tried to make the case that all of us have se-

cret sins that we hide from others (including ourselves).  Not content to deal with these abstract 

issues of morality and future judgment, however,  Hawthorne quickly turned his talents to the 

issues of the time.  An explosion of the sciences in the mid-to-late 19th Century left many 

Americans trying to understand this unfamiliar ground.  Therefore, Hawthorne published such  

stories as “Dr. Heidegger's Experiment,” “The Birthmark,” and “Rappaccini's Daughter,” in 

which he warned readers of the dangers of unrestrained scientific growth.  Hawthorne argued 
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through his characterizations and plot lines that any scientific advancement must always keep in 

mind the public good.  

 

“Dr. Heidegger's Experiment” 

 

In “Dr. Heidegger's Experiment” Hawthorne shows his wariness of the scientific advances of 

the time.  Heidegger is the embodiment of science in this story.  He is a learned man, with 

mountains of ancient manuscripts in his study and an intense, clinical detachment from the uni-

verse.  He is both withdrawn and aloof, even from his friends.  Life is not for living in; it's a la-

boratory from which he conducts experiments into nature's fundamental truths. 

 

A “black book” Heidegger consults on occasion further embodies Hawthorne's wariness of the 

sciences. The book, "bound in black leather," is considered by Heidegger's friends to be a dan-

gerous book of magic.  Hawthorne uses the book to represent the mystery and peril inherent 

with science, raising science almost to the level of the supernatural.  He recounts an episode in 

which a housekeeper, upon touching the black book, was startled out of her wits when the inani-

mate objects of Heidegger's study suddenly came alive:  

 

The skeleton had rattled in its closet, the picture of the young lady had stepped one foot upon 

the floor, and several ghastly faces had peeped forth from the mirror; while the brazen head of 

Hippocrates frowned, and said, “Forbear!” 

 

As the story unfolds, the reader discovers the extent of Heidegger's thirst for knowledge.  After 

giving four friends -- Mr. Melbourne, Colonel Killigrew, Mr. Gascoigne, and the Widow Wych-

erly -- a sample of the recently discovered “elixir of life,” Heidegger becomes an observer of 

the events that unfold.  He does nothing while his now-childlike friends go at each others' 

throats, with the men literally tearing the room apart to win the widow.  Heidegger is too en-

grossed in watching the unfolding drama to interfere.  If Heidegger declined to intervene and at 

least attempt to save his friends and his study, then would he intercede if his experiments 

caused even more serious repercussions?  The answer, according to Hawthorne, should scare 

the reader more than the question. 

 

“The Birthmark” 

 

In  “The Birthmark” Hawthorne takes his conclusions to the next logical step: not only is scien-

tific detachment dangerous but scientific tampering should be avoided. He again presents the 

reader with his archetypal metaphor for science.  Aylmer, a self-professed scholar, is withdrawn 

from the everyday world in his pursuit of the laws governing creation. 

 

As in “Dr. Heidegger's Experiment,” Hawthorne provides a plot device that embodies his wari-

ness of science: Aylmer's laboratory.  This source of Aylmer's discoveries  is presented as a por-

tal into one of the hotter regions of hell: oppressively dark with the only illumination coming 

from a huge furnace that also manages to keep the room uncomfortably hot.  Evidently, though 

Hawthorne was awed by the discoveries that were transforming his world, he felt uncomfortable 

as to their origin. 

 

Obsessed with perfection, Aylmer nearly goes mad as he attempts to remove the fatal flaw of 

Georgiana's beauty, a red birthmark on her face.  Georgiana eventually agrees to have the birth-

mark removed using Aylmer's scientific processes.  By removing the birthmark from his wife, 
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Aylmer irrevocably upsets nature's “Plan” for Georgiana and she wastes away, flawless but now 

unable to subsist in “this imperfect plane of existence.” 

 

“Rappaccini's Daughter” 

 

Hawthorne's loathing for unrestrained scientific discovery finds its peak in “Rappaccini's 

Daughter.” Though Rappaccini, an Italian doctor of renown, again embodies science, this time 

Hawthorne expresses his hatred of the man and people like him.  His description of the doctor:  

 

His figure . . . showed itself to be that of no common laborer, but a tall, emaciated, sallow, and 

sickly-looking man, dressed in a scholar's garb of black.  He was beyond the middle term of 

life, with gray hair, a thin grey beard, and a face singularly marked with intellect . . . but which 

could never, even in his more youthful days, have expressed much warmth of heart. 

 

Instead of a study or a laboratory, Hawthorne instead chooses a garden to express his fear of 

nature gone awry.  The garden, from which Rappaccini had created his fantastic potions and 

curatives, contains unearthly plants and herbs.  Instead of being light and airy, the place exudes 

a twisted sense of wrongness.  The mutant plants “are inherently dangerous, releasing poisons 

into the air and discharging deadly oils.”  Clearly, science has pushed the limits of nature and 

created something dark and sinister. 

 

It is in Rappaccini's character that the potential harm that Hawthorne sees in unbridled science 

finds its most potent form. The doctor is without morals; life is one big experiment, and the 

“human beings that inhabit it are mere lab rats to be toyed with and thrown aside.”   

 

As Hawthorne tells his tale, the Giovanni Guasconti character falls in love with Beatrice, Rap-

paccini's beautiful daughter.  Beatrice is even more dangerous than most of the plants in Rap-

paccini's garden.  “Her touch burns and the cloying aroma of her breath kills.”  As Giovanni is 

drawn further into Rappaccini's machinations, he begins to become like her, with her poisons 

being absorbed into his very essence.  The death of Beatrice, an unintended consequence of 

Rappaccini's experiment, and the slow transformation of Giovanni into this “poisoned being,” is 

a damning indictment of those like Rappaccini who would sacrifice anything for science. 

 

Science Unrestrained 

 

In these three short stories, Nathaniel Hawthorne made a compelling case against unbridled sci-

entific advancement.  Reacting to the explosion of knowledge and inventions in his time, Haw-

thorne portrayed those who would seek to expound on the cumulative “body scientific” at the 

expense of their fellow man as reprehensible monsters.  Science should never try to alter na-

ture's design, nor should it be looked at lightly. 

 

Other famous genre stories by Hawthorne, but more fantasy than SF, include “Puritan Pas-

sions,” “Young Goodman Brown,” “The Artist of the Beautiful,” and “Earth's Holocaust.”  

 

Stories Reprinted in Genre Anthologies 

 

“Dr. Heidegger's Experiment” was reprinted in Tales of Mystery and the Unknown, edited by 

Robert Potter (Globe, 1976); and in Isaac Asimov Presents the Best Fantasy of the 19th Centu-
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ry, edited by Isaac Asimov, Charles G. Waugh, & Martin H. Greenburg (Beaufort Books, 

1982). 

 

“The Birthmark” was reprinted in Journeys in Science Fiction, edited by Richard L. Loughlin & 

Lilian M. Popp (Globe, 1961); and in Approaches to Science Fiction, edited by Donald L. 

Lawler (Houghton Mifflin, 1978). 

 

“Rappaccini's Daughter” was reprinted in Great Science Fiction about Doctors, edited by Groff 

Conklin & Noah  D. Fabricant (Collier Books, 1963); in Strange Signposts, edited by Sam Mos-

kowitz & Roger Elwood (Rinehart and Winston, 1966: in The Road to Science Fiction: From 

Gilgamesh to Wells, edited by James Gunn (Mentor, 1977); and in The Ascent of Wonder: The 

Evolution of Hard SF, edited by David G. Hartwell & Kathryn Cramer (Tor, 1994). 

 

Conclusions 

 

Hawthorne was one of the founders of American literature in general and the SF genre in partic-

ular.  On the other hand, while several of his stories are undoubtedly SF, he really used the gen-

re to write moralistic parables.  His son, Julian (1846 – 1934), also wrote several stories that fall 

into the SF/F/H genre.  Critic Eric Rabkin called Nathaniel Hawthorne “one of America's truly 

great narrative artists.” 
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Food of Famous Authors 
A Column from Cedar Sanderson 

 

Steve Simmons Souvlaki 

 
As I am working my way through this blog series, I am tapping authors of all sorts for recipes 

and dishes. There will be traditionally published best-sellers, at least one who is better known 

for graphic art than prose, an editor, and independent authors. In some ways this was conceived 

as a way to help promote the lesser-known authors, ones who I know of and sometimes have 

reviewed their books, but a little more publicity never hurt anyone. Stephen Simmons is one of 

the latter.  

 

I read and reviewed his book when it came out, and really enjoyed it. I highly recommend it if 

you are looking for science fiction that is as much about exploring what lies within the mind of 
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a savant (two of them, really) as it is about exploring space. The title 

refers to the infamous scientist who was not jailed for, as popular myth 

would have it, his scientific beliefs as much as for his abrasive person-

ality. What more could he have done with someone to cushion society 

from him and vice versa? 

 

Now that I have given you food for thought, let’s get started on the 

food for the belly. When I asked Stephen for a dish to prepare, he 

asked if I had ever made souvlaki. I hadn’t, but the First Reader has 

very fond memories indeed of eating it hot, fresh, and garlicky from 

street vendors. Of course I was going to try making it! Also, it’s per-

fect as summer heat makes cooking indoors rather miserable right now. 

 

I served the souvlaki with a quick tomato and feta salad dressed with 

greek vinaigrette, tzatziki sauce and flatbreads. I didn’t bake the flat-

breads because having the oven on at 450 deg F for pita breads was 

just too… too steamy for me! 

 

I remembered to take a picture of my grill ignition system this time. 

Grill Chimney 

My little grill, with the chimney. 

 

I will only bother grilling over charcoal or wood, and I never, ever, allow 

lighter fluid anywhere near my grill. When I got this little guy (it’s so 

small!) this spring, the First Reader was very dubious. He’d only ever had 

lighter-fluid flavored food from charcoal grills, and was hinting that a nice 

gas grill would be better, wouldn’t it? I got my stubborn on, because I knew 

it was a nasty taste that had been left in his mouth, and I could show him 

what it ought to be like. The chimney you see in the photo allows for lighting the charcoal bri-

quets (I sometimes use uncompressed charcoal, but this is cheaper and easier to find) with paper 

crumpled under them and a match to light that. It takes 15-20 minutes to start. 

 

My fancy skewers (we picked them up while out junking 

one day) on the little grill. 

 

Souvlaki 

 

Ingredients 

 

    2-3 lbs meat (lamb, goat, beef, or pork, but you could 

use chicken) 

    5-6 Tbsp Olive Oil 

    Juice of one lemon, and zest 

    handful of fresh oregano 

    7-8 garlic cloves, crushed 

    1 tbsp peppercorns, crushed or ground, but fresh 

    4-6 sprigs fresh thyme 

    1/2 tsp cumin 

    4 tbsp white wine 
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Instructions 

 

Cut the meat into roughly 1 1/2 inch cubes, removing any connective tissue and fat (particularly 

if you are working with lamb or goat, as they will add more gamy flavor than most people pre-

fer). Set the meat aside in a gallon ziploc. 

 

Place all the marinade ingredients (everything but the meat) in the blender. Pulse until the herbs 

are pureed. 

 

Pour the marinade into the ziploc, press the air out, and seal. 

 

Place the meat in the refrigerator for a minimum of 30 minutes, and up to two days. The longer, 

the more flavor gets in the meat. 

 

Put the meat cubes on skewers, discard the excess marinade. 

 

Grill the skewers, turning at least once, for about 3 minutes to a side. 

 

Serve and enjoy! 

 

Dining Al Fresco: the finest way to 

end a long day, relaxing in the back-

yard chatting with your loved one. 

 

The souvlaki met the First Reader’s 

approval. His only note was that it 

wasn’t as garlicky as he remembered 

from Greece. I have already updated 

the recipe to reflect this, as I put 4-5 

cloves in the marinade. But I will 

have to try it again very soon to see 

if that is enough. He insists. 

*laughing* Or it might be he just 

wants to do this again. Only he 

wants to try to find goat to do it 

with, that’s what he was eating over there most of the time. We had lamb, and not a good cut, so 

it was lamby in places and in others mostly herbal, lemony, and delicious. A worthy meal of a 

good writer. Thanks, Stephen! And thank     

Karen for her tzatziki recipe. 

 

Brown tomatoes: we were given some kumato 

tomatoes, which were almost chocolate brown. 

But sweet and good in the salad. 

 

And what evening by the grill would be com-

plete without toasting marshmallows over the 

dying coals?  

 

Because we can, that’s why! 
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